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Zero-Drift Amplifiers Offer Superior Precision
at the Cost of Time Domain Performance
Kevin Tretter,
Microchip Technology
Zero-drift amplifiers, meaning amplifiers that implement a continuously self-correcting architecture,
have received a lot of fanfare due to the high level
of DC precision that they enable. Although this attention is well deserved, there is a down side to this
superior precision: the amplifiers time domain performance.
Before delving into the time domain aspects of
these zero-drift amplifiers, its beneficial to review
the basic architecture used within many of these
devices. The following figure provides a high-level
look at a chopper-stabilized architecture, such as
that used on many of the MCP6Vxx zero-drift amplifiers from Microchip.
The chopper-stabilized amplifier has two signal
paths: a high-bandwidth path that is always connected to the main amplifier, and a lower-bandwidth
auxiliary path. The main amplifier is designed for
high bandwidth and determines the specified gain
bandwidth product and slew rate of the overall amplifier. The input signal is also routed through the
auxiliary path, which has chopper switches at both

time for the output to settle to its final value. This is
an especially difficult situation for self-correcting architectures. As discussed earlier, the higher-bandwidth signal path within the zero-drift amplifier is
responsible for the overall speed (gain bandwidth
and slew rate). However, once the new value of a

Figure 2: Example of Large-Scale Step
Response on Amplifier Input

Figure 1: Chopper-Stabilized Amplifier Architecture

the inputs and the outputs, followed by a filter stage
before being added back to the main amplifier path.
The auxiliary amplifier in this secondary path has
extremely high gain, enabling it to correct offsets
from millivolts down to microvolts. Now that we
have a fundamental understanding of this architecture, lets explore how this affects the time domain
performance of the amplifier. Well first consider a
large-scale step response on the input of the amplifier, an example of which is shown in Figure 2.
In this example, the input voltage (shown in red)
is stepping from approximately 200 mV up to 5.2V
nearly instantly. The output voltage of the unity gain
amplifier (shown in blue) attempts to match this step
response, but is slew limited and takes additional
4
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step response is reached, the output has to then
settle to within the low offset limits of the zero-drift
amplifier (typically less than 50 µV). This involves
the bandwidth-limited auxiliary path and, therefore,
is largely a function of the chopping frequency. The
use of higher clock frequencies has enabled relatively fast settling times, but for zero-drift amplifiers,
these are typically in the tens of microseconds or
higher. However, higher chopping frequencies can
lead to an increase in the final corrected offset voltage, which typically takes priority for precision designs. Another time domain aspect of zero-drift amplifiers that must be considered is start-up behavior. When the amplifier first powers up, there is a
brief period of time in which the output of the ampli-

fier will reflect the uncorrected offset error of the
main amplifier (as shown in Figure 1).
Once the supply voltage reaches the trip point, as
defined by the amplifiers power-on reset circuitry,
the auxiliary correction path requires a few clockcycles before the output of the main amplifier is back
within the specified offset levels. Typically this startup time is well within the start-up time of the entire
system in which the amplifier operates and, therefore, isnt an issue. However, if the amplifier is configured for high closed-loop gain, the momentary
uncorrected offset (which may be as high as ±5
mV) at the output of the amplifier may cause the
amplifier to rail. In this case, the start-up time will
also need to include the time it takes for the amplifier to return to its linear operating region. The
datasheets for Microchips zero-drift amplifiers provide a typical value for this overdrive recovery time.
Zero-drift amplifiers provide a lot of advantages for
a wide variety of applications, delivering outstanding
DC performance and superior accuracy across time
and temperature. However, as weve discussed, the
downside of these self-correcting architectures is
their time domain performance. Modern-day designs
have strived to make these trade-offs as small as
possible, but it is still worthwhile for a system designer to be aware of these potential issues. Please visit
the Operational Amplifiers page on the Microchip
website to learn more about our line of operational
amplifiers, including zero-drift amplifiers
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20 years of Light + Building: setting trends
in lighting and building technology
The 20th anniversary edition of the international trade
fair for lighting systems and building technology Light
+ Building will be held from 8 to 13 March 2020 in
Frankfurt am Main. The global exhibition, industry networking and business platform will once again showcase the leading trends, technologies and products in
the fields of lighting, electrical engineering, home and
building automation. The previous edition of Light +
Building in March 2018 was attended by a total of 2719
exhibitors from 55 countries, and over 220 864 visitors
from 177 countries got acquainted with the technical
innovations demonstrated at the Frankfurt Exhibition
Center. About 70% of the exhibits were presented by
international companies, while 52% of the visitors came
from abroad.
Next years edition of the forum, organized by Messe
Frankfurt, will highlight the interconnectedness of intelligent building automation systems and the impact of future-oriented lighting. The shows top themes will be
Connecting. Pioneering. Fascinating. The unifying motto of technological innovation will be dynamic digitalization. This will focus on the means of progressive energy
management, which can be regulated by intelligent building automation systems.

Connecting
According to the organizers of Light + Building, connecting is among the leading topics worldwide as far as
lighting and building technology is concerned. Its key
elements are connectivity and interoperability and the
aim of connecting is to increase comfort and efficiency.
Connecting can be achieved through different technology approaches in the categories: progressive energy
management, connected safety and security, smart urban systems and advanced e-charging infrastructure.
Those will be the main product themes in the Connecting category of the exhibition platform.
The task of future-oriented energy management is not
only to serve customers as efficiently, sustainably and
securely as possible. In the future, it will also be important to turn customers temporarily into suppliers. Namely, when electric vehicles are not being used and can
make battery capacity available. Smart building automa-

tion will then take care of the organisation, which makes
the integration of alternative, decentralised energy generation particularly interesting. This includes, for example, the use of photovoltaic technology, organizers explain.
Another interesting theme during Light + Building 2020
will be connected safety and security. The exhibitors will
showcase how intelligent systems, monitoring, access
control and data protection systems are essential for
contemporary buildings especially when safety and security facilities are interconnected and integrated into all
other building services.
Electronic safety and security technology will be presented as an integral part of the smart home and smart
building.
The exhibitors in the area of smart urban technologies
will present solutions for interconnection of the home and
working spheres as the smallest and the town as the
biggest unit of living and working space, creating the
intelligent infrastructure of a district. The product fields in
this theme include systems for production facilities, digital charging infrastructure for electric vehicles and dynamic street lighting, as well as connected surveillance
technology and intelligent parking systems.
Electric mobility and urban development are closely

interlinked. Private fast-charging units, public induction
chargers, billing systems, car sharing and travel planning  only with an intelligent electrical infrastructure can
bicycles, cars and commercial transport become part of
mobility concepts suitable for mass implementation,
Messe Frankfurt says in a press release, announcing
the main topics of the upcoming event.

Pioneering
Under the Pioneering theme Light + Building 2020
will present progressive vision of models and systems
that are already reality today. Among the included technologies will be predictive maintenance, digital twins and
their implementations in building information modelling
(BIM).
Building installations, such as security systems or
lighting, are fitted with sensors that continuously measure their performance. Thus, it is possible to make predictions as to when maintenance work must be carried
out or a part changed to avoid qualitative or quantitative
declines in performance, the show organizers explain.
They added that all the exhibition themes are linked by
a future-oriented interface: BIM. They described it as the
digital twin of the physical building  an interdisciplinary
tool for planning, equipping and operating a building digitally and centrally documenting everything. All building-relevant installations are noted and illustrated three
dimensionally in a database that even contains details
of the manufacturers, product identification or dimensions  comprehensible for all trades involved, the press
release further announces.

Fascinating
The third leading topic of the upcoming edition of Light
+ Building will mainly focus on light and luminaire design, simultaneously presenting light as a building network integrated service. The main subthemes that will
be included in this category will be: functional aesthetics, classic authenticity, historical ascendancy and futuristic focus.
By consciously going without ornamentation in design
and focusing on the specific lighting requirements, Light
+ Building 2020 will give a further boost to a megatrend.
Subtle luminaire designs with variable lighting spectrums
for different scenarios  in some cases controlled by the
smart building  are being used more and more in the
education, work and leisure fields, the organizers promise. When talking about the future of luminaire design,
Light + Building trendsetters describe it as smart, portable, light and sustainable.
Photos: Messe Frankfurt
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PAID ARTICLE

Design of system cooling using DC axial fans Part II
Claudius Klose - senior product manager of electromechanics components
Zoltan Kiss - export manager Endrich Bauelemente Vertriebs GmbH
It is much more complicated to calculate how does a certain cooling fan act in a specific system
arrangement. To step forward we need to know the non-linear relationship between the fans volumetric air flow and its static pressure represented by the characteristics on figure 3. The static
pressure is maximized when the airflow path is completely obstructed, at this point the volumetric
airflow is zero (intersection with Y axis). The maximum possible airflow can be read out at the
intersection of the characteristics with axis X, which point represents the case no obstructions at all,
free flow of air is enabled. (see fig. 6)

fig. 6. The operating point is determined by the component packing density

fig. 3. Typical P-Q diagrams of Dc axial fans
The characteristics describing the real cooled system`s obstruction against the airflow is called
the system impedance curve (SIC). The system impedance curve describes the static pressure rise
over the airflow and can be described by a nearly quadratic equation: Ps ~ Q1.75 2
It can be generated experimentally by applying various air flow rates to the system and measuring
the enclosure pressure it generates.

fig. 4. Usual system impedance curve of an enclosure of an electric system
fig. 5. Usual system impedance curve of an enclosure of an electric system
In forced convection cooled systems, the above two characteristics play important role. The point
of intersection of the fans air performance (P-Q) curve and the system impedance curve will define
the operating point of the cooling solution.
We can see some remarkable operating points on fig 6. In case of blocked enclosure, the static
pressure grows to the maximum value and the airflow is completely blocked. When there are no
obstacles in the air flow path, the theoretical value of static pressure is zero, the volumetric air flow is
at maximum. The two usual operating point represents a dense packed system and a normal
system. In the first case the high system impedance could be only compensated by applying higher
pressure, resulting in lower air flow volume. In the other case as the static pressure is lower, higher
volumetric airflow is possible, therefore more effective cooling could be done. In both cases we used
the same fan, the operating points have been defined by the different system resistances.
Knowing above fact it is now possible to select the proper fan. Nowadays DC fans are more
popular than AC versions as their power consumption is usually lower, lifetime is longer, and because their angular speed is proportional to their supply voltage, it is easy to apply speed control.
The lower the speed the more silent the operation is, the lower the power consumption and the
higher the lifetime will be (due to reduced wear out of the bearing). DC fans produce less EMI than
AC versions, there are no geographical issues of supply voltages and frequencies, and price differences already disappeared. Therefore, we only write about DC axial fans in this paper.
After calculating the required air flow rate, having the system impedance curve on hand, we define
the static pressure interval, that should be overcome by the fan in order to provide the required air
volume. Then using the fan manufacturers catalogues a specific device can be selected, that is
able to provide the adequate airflow on the level of back pressure required by the SIC. It is advised
to select the operating point out of the critical area marked by red on fig 7. This area is the so-called
stall area, where the air flow stalls at the blade profile, which makes negative effects. Such an
immediate disadvantage is the considerable increase in noise. For longer term negative effect is the
vibration, which can reduce functionality and leads to lifetime issues. Therefore, fan should always
be operated in the optimum operating area marked with green on fig.7.

fig. 7. Critical and optimal area of operation
Further reducing noise at even the optimum operating area can be also important selection criteria, it is advised to select the fan with the highest possible diameter. Bigger sizes mean lower speed,
therefore less bearing noise. This is however against todays miniaturization trends, we should use
small, thin fans wherever and whenever possible. If the desired operating area cannot be reached
by a single small fan it is possible to use multiple fans next to or behind each other. This arrangement will negatively influence noise and mathematical lifetime expectancy, but offers redundancy,
which supports system reliability.
It is important to consider size at the beginning, this is not only the question of design and technology trend but on long term influences price of the end product.
In the next part of this article series we will describe how to change the operating point by using
multiply fans, what are the changed P-Q curves like, how to achieve more airflow or higher pressure. We will also review the methods of fan speed control.
Used literature:
[1] Claudius Klose  Endrich Bauelemente Vertriebs GmbH.  Proper fan selection
[2] NMB-MAT fan catalogue  Fan engineering

ZoltӚn Kiss
Sales manager - Eastern Europe
e-mail: z.kiss@endrich.com
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EMO Hannover 2019 – a peak at the future
of production technologies
The biggest trade show for the metalworking industry
EMO 2019 will present the latest trends in smart engineering and production technology from 16 to 21 September in Hannover. The main theme of this years edition of the exhibition is Smart technologies driving tomorrows production!. Under this motto the event will
showcase the entire bandwidth of modern-day metalworking technology, which is the heart of every industrial
production process, the event organizers disclose. The
brand new exhibition area IoT in production outlines the
forums ambition to become a platform for spreading the
latest innovations in the fields of production networking
and connectivity.
EMO Hannover was founded in 1951 by the European
Association of the Machine Tool Industries (CECIMO)
and is co-organized by the German Machine Tool Builders Association VDW (Verein Deutscher Werkzeugmaschinenfabriken).

Technology Scope
Visitors will be shown the advantages and applications
of the latest models of CNC lathes, machine centers,
milling machines, forming machines and grinding machines on the global market.
This year EMO Hannover 2019 will cover all kinds of
aspects, including the metal processing products and
services of the machine tool industry with a focus on the
latest innovations for machine tools, manufacturing systems, precision tools, automation components, computer technology, industrial electronics products, and accessories, an official press release, covering the show
preparation, announces.
The trade fair will showcase not only the most technologically advanced machines, tools and accessories, but
also efficient technical solutions, product-supportive services, and solutions for sustainability in the metalworking process. EMO Hannovers thematic scope includes
modern metal cutting and forming machine tools, production systems, high-precision tools, automated material flows, computer technology, industrial electronics
and accessories, die manufacture, steel and lightweight
construction.

Visitors and Exhibitors Profile
The visitors of EMO come from all major sectors of
industry, such as machinery and plant manufacturers,
the automotive industry and its component suppliers, the
aerospace sector, precision mechanics and optics, shipbuilding, medical technology, etc.
The organizers describe EMO Hannover as the worlds
most important international meeting point for production technology specialists from all over the planet. The
events edition in 2017 welcomed around 2230 exhibitors from 44 different countries, and almost 130 000 visitors from 160 nations.
With its over 180 000 square meters (approxmately
1,94 million sq. ft.) of net display space, the show is an
absolute must for technology providers from all parts of
the metalworking industry, EMOs website states.
The global trade fair is also a platform for attracting
visitors with a very high level of decision-making authority and technical expertise. 73 percent of the visitors in
2017 were actively involved in their companies decisionmaking processes  and placed orders worth over 8 billion euros at the show, statistics show. Organizers define EMO Hannovers consistently high number and
8
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quality of trade visitors as the result of the events comprehensive marketing program. Press conferences in
over 40 countries in the run-up to the show help to further raise its international profile, they add. In comparison to 2017, the proportion of Asian exhibitors has risen
from 21 to 31 percent. The American exhibitors account
for four percent, the preliminary registration data for this
years event shows.
The EMO exhibitors also come from a wide variety of
sectors, including the following: additive manufacturing;
CAD/CAM; components for flexible automation; control
systems; coolants and lubricants; industrial electronics,
sensor and diagnostic technology; machine tools for cutting, splitting and milling; machine tools for thermal, electro-chemical and other processes; machines and systems for tool and mold-making, rapid prototyping, model-making; manufacturing software.
Another group of exhibitors covers the following technology fields: material flow and storage technology; mechanical, hydraulic, electrical and electronic accessories
for manufacturing technology; measurement, testing and
analysis equipment; metal forming tools; precision tools,
diamond tools, measuring tools; quality management
systems; robotics and automation; sheet metal, wire and
tube working machines, metal forming machines; surface finishing technology, thin-film processes; welding,
cutting, hardening, heating; etc.

The Preview
The EMO Hannover 2019 Preview  a special event,
organized by the German Machine Tool Builders Association (VDW) and highlighting the leading topics and
technologies, that will be presented at the upcoming
trade fair  was held on the 3 and 4 of July this year in
Hannover. The Preview was attended by more than 80
journalists from over 30 countries and from all media
genres. Our colleague Petya Naydenova was officially
representing the TLL Media Publishing House at the preliminary presentation of EMO 2019. Between September 16 and 21 the exhibition will take us to the future of
metalworking. The technological race is unprecedentedly intensified and the companies are indeed presenting
cutting-edge developments and products, commented

Mrs Naydenova for the South-East European Industrial
Market.
38 exhibitors from nine countries took part in the Preview. They were mainly representatives of the machine
tool, tool and component building industry. For the first
time in the history of EMO the preliminary event could
be followed by the interested parties via a live stream.
We are most encouraged by the high level of interest
already being shown in the run-up to EMO and are expecting to see a varied programme in which exhibitors
will be giving a concise overview of their trade fair innovations and providing a first glimpse of the new developments that visitors can expect to see at EMO Hannover,
said Dr. Wilfried Schafer, Executive Director of EMO organizer VDW.

Highlights From the Event
The Preview also was held under the main EMO Hannover theme  Smart technologies driving tomorrows
production! It once again presented EMO as the worlds
leading trade fair for metalworking and an information
platform for showcasing the future of production technology.
Industry 4.0 was among the leading topics in the preliminary event. Dr. Anselm Blocher of the German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence (DFKI) reported
on Industry 4.0: Hurdles and opportunities in actual production. The companies, participating in the Preview,
then had the opportunity to illustrate their points of view
about the future of the industry in 120-second reports on
their current offerings in the field of digitalisation and production networking.
The two-day event in July offered journalists a diverse
programme. In Hall 19 of the exhibition center there was
an official review of the contents on which EMO 2019 is
planned to focus. The short company presentations were
followed by numerous discussions and interviews.
Again, the advances in Industry 4.0 and the opportunities and obstacles encountered in digitalisation were a
particular focus during those events.
Thematically, too, new contents are emerging into the
spotlight: on the subject of Industry 4.0, there will be a
dedicated area at the fair in Hall 9 featuring 31 exhibi-

tors. The New Technologies  Future Opportunities
trend forum, plus the national joint stands from China,
Taiwan and France, offer an opportunity to experience
Industry 4.0 and digitalisation at the EMO Hannover,
the organizers further disclosed.
In this context, Dr. Wilfried Schafer noted that customer benefits along the value added chain of productivity, quality and flexibility also remain a major focus
for advances in digitalisation and Industry 4.0. Intelligent networking options that lead to new applications
like process monitoring or predictive maintenance on
the basis of smart data and data analytics with the aid
of machine learning cannot be properly addressed in
isolation from the customers interests. And umati (universal machine tool interface), the standardised interface solution for the machine tool industry, will at the
EMO Hannover be addressing the issue of Industry 4.0
in a live implementation involving 50 machines, he
added.
In the field of additive manufacturing the EMO Hannover will present over 70 exhibitors who will offer highly
promising insights with their own forum and a shared
stand called Additive Circle. Start-ups will have a total of
660-sq. m exhibition area where 34 prospective companies from Germany, the UK, India, Israel, Italy, the Netherlands, Switzerland and the Czech Republic will showcase their novelties.

SEE Exhibitors From Turkey
and Bulgaria
Numerous companies coming from South-East European countries will present their newest products and
solutions at the upcoming EMO 2019 in Hannover. The
biggest group is the Turkish companies. Around 50 companies, among which large manufacturers of machine
tools and accessories, will take part in the show. The
Turkish list includes: AKIM METAL, ARNIKON, BEKAMAK, ERMAKSAN, HAMME MAKINE, HELIX TOOLS,
KARMETAL, MIKROPOR, MIKSAN, POLEKS MACHINE, TEKNOMASYON MAKINA, TEMELSAN MAKINA, TEZMAKSAN MAKINA, UNIVERSAL OTOMAT,
YAMASA, YAMATO, and many others.
According to the organizers preliminary information on
registration up to now, Bulgaria will be represented by
three companies  RAIS, VSK KENTAVAR and ZMM
BULGARIA.
The Bulgarian company for manufacturing and recycling of metal and metalworking CNC machines RAIS
can be seen in Hall 27, Stand C09. In recent years the
product range has been significantly enriched and as to
2011 in the production set of RAIS there are five models
of lathe machines and ten models of milling machines,
the companys presentation in the EMO web platform
says.

VSK KENTAVAR will exhibit at Hall 4, Stand E03. The
group consists of 3 registered companies: VSK Kentavar  IZ Dinamika Ltd. Dryanovo, Bulgaria  a plant for
precision tools for metal cutting and tool systems for
CNC machines; VSK Kentavar  ZMM Ltd. Velingrad  a
plant for machines for woodworking and metalworking,
couplings and equipment for lathes; and VSK Kentavar Mashtechmo Ltd. Sofia  headquarters and warehouse
area for trade with industrial items.
ZMM BULGARIA will present their novelties in Hall 26,
Stand A56. ZMM Bulgaria Holding AD is created to consolidate, preserve and develop the experience of over
70 years, as well as the best traditions of the machine
building enterprises in Bulgaria: ZMM - Sliven AD, Mashstroy - Troyan AD, ZMM Sofia AD, Leyarmach AD, ZMM
Nova Zagora AD and Elprom ZEM AD (now called IHB
Electric AD), the companys blitz info says.

Other SEE Countries
Croatia will be represented at EMO 2019 by SAB which
can be seen in Hall 4, Stand B04. It is a company specialised in the production of tools, accessories and devices. Its current manufacturing program consists of tool
holders and accessories for machine tools. SABs customers come from different fields: the aerospace and
automotive industry, shipbuilding as well as the machine
and accessories industry.

At the show in September there will be one exhibitor
from North Macedonia as well - ABM GROUP DOOEL
(Hall 15, Stand F76). The companys production began
with the band saw machine A-45 which is still being produced and used in all woodworking companies in Turkey. In 2010 the A45 machine production reached 20
000 units.
The Romanian group at EMO Hannover will consist of
three exhibitors: EMSIL TECHTRANS, Intelligent Labs
and the Group of Companies NOVA.
EMSIL TECHTRANS (Hall 13, Stand E32) is a specialist in designing, manufacturing and selling CNC machine
tools. The companys main activities include: designing,
manufacturing and selling new and retrofitted medium
and heavy-sized special customer-oriented CNC machine tools (boring and milling machines with moving
columns, gantry milling machines, vertical lathes, deep
hole drilling machines and displaceable rotary tables).
EMSIL also works in the manufacturing of industrial
equipment (medium and heavy-sized welded structures
with machining and final assembly) from a wide range of
sectors (naval, aerospace, vacuum, solar, pressure vessels and energy).
At the metalworking trade fair the company will highlight two of its newest models  the boring and milling
machine gantry type GMMC-6000 and the deep hole
drilling and milling machining center Narwhal-1500.
The second Romanian participant Intelligent Labs will
exhibit in Hall 12, Stand E70. The company was founded in 2010 and is specialised in CNC equipment and
machines. We use premium components and develop
strong partnerships with world leading tech companies
in order to provide the best solutions in terms of quality
and performance, the blitz info about the company in
the EMO web platform states.
The Romanian Group of Companies NOVA is a producer of tool holders for CNC lathes and vices for CNC
milling machines and can be seen in Hall 6, Stand F94
at the EMO 2019 show.
Serbia and Slovenia will also have representatives in
the event. The Serbian GRINDEX is appointed at Hall
11, Stand B85. The company is a manufacturer of grinding machines for cylindrical surfaces  external and internal diameter grinding, face grinding, taper grinding,
external and internal thread grinding, complex profiles
grinding, etc.
The specialist in forging parts, hand tools and machine
equipment UNIOR from Slovenia will introduce the visitors to its newest technologies in Hall 12, Stand B84.
Photos: VDW
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Automotive sector in Turkey

Turkeys automotive industry has longstanding
traditions in the country and from assembly-based
production gradually became an industry with
R&D design capability and high added value. The
sector has been of key value to local production
input over the years, with the partnerships established by foreign companies with Turkish entrepreneurs. Turkey is now the largest light commercial vehicle manufacturer in Europe and ranks
14th in the world in terms of automotive production output. The report Turkish Automotive Industry Agenda conducted by the Presidency of the
Republic of Turkey Investment Office and EY in
Turkey, profoundly researches the automotive industry in the country examining its historical development, current economical state, export opportunities, success stories and largest local and
foreign companies in the sector.
According to the study, Turkeys automotive industry was established in the early 1960s. After
rapid industrialization and progress the sector
evolved from assembly-based partnerships to a
full-fledged industry with design capability and
massive production capacity. Between 2000 and
2018, original equipment manufacturers (OEM)
invested USD 15 billion in their operations in Turkey. These investments significantly expanded
their manufacturing capabilities, which in turn led
Turkey to become an important part of the global
value chain of international OEMs. Meeting and
exceeding international quality and safety standards, todays Turkish automotive industry is highly efficient and competitive thanks to value-added
production, the research adds.

10
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Current state
The Turkish automotive sector maintains a significant share of so far completed global investments. In the period of import substitution, the
countrys first investments acquired momentum
with Turkeys appealing investment possibilities
along with globalization. Currently Turkey is home
to nine global and seven domestic automotive industry producers that have completed their investments, as well as being an important supply network that is continuously developing. The Istanbul Chamber of Industry lists five automotive companies among the top 10 Top 500 Industrial Enterprises of Turkey in 2017, all of which are global leaders and centers of excellence in their respective fields.
The official report points out that in 2018, vehicle
production in Turkey amounted to 1,55 million units.
85% of these vehicles were exported, and the rate
of export from production increased by 7% when
compared to 2017 rates, rising to about 1,318 million units in total. On the basis of quantity, Turkish
automotive industry manufacturers made a significant contribution to the balance of foreign trade by
realizing exports totaling 32,2 billion USD in 2018,
the statistical information says.
According to data provided by the Turkish Exporters Assembly, among the top five exporting
companies last year were four automotive companies. Ranking first in the export by industry list
of 2018, the automotive industry has been repeating this achievement for 13 years in a row. During
the same period, there were also significant increases in R&D employment and patent applica-

tions in the automotive industry; with 141 R&D and
design centers, the automotive industry has become one of our largest industries hosting R&D
and design centers.
Among the advantages of the industry are a competitive and highly-skilled workforce and a dynamic
local market and favorable geographical location.
In those conditions the vehicle production of 13 global OEMs in Turkey increased from 374 000 in
2002 to over 1,5 million units in 2018. This represents a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of
around 9 percent during that period, the country
report calculates.
Significant growth posted by Turkeys automotive sector led to Turkey becoming the 15th largest
automotive manufacturer in the world and 5th largest in Europe by the end of 2018.
Turkey has already become a center of excellence, particularly with respect to the production of
commercial vehicles. By the end of 2018, Turkey
was the number two producer of commercial vehicles (CVs) in Europe, the document adds.

Economical factors
Turkey is home to many global suppliers. There
are more than 250 global companies that use
the country as a manufacturing hub. 28 of them
rank among the 50 largest global suppliers. More
and more foreign auto manufacturers choose
Turkey as a production base for their export
sales. This is evidenced by the fact that 85 percent of vehicle production in Turkey was destined for foreign markets in 2018. More than 1,3
million vehicles were exported from Turkey to
foreign markets in the same year. In addition,
Turkey was the number one vehicle exporter to
European markets with 1,1 million units in 2018,
the statistics show.
Germany, France, Italy, the UK, and Spain are the
major export customers of the Turkish automotive
industry today. There is also a trend of diversification
in export destinations with companies looking to
break into nearby emerging countries where there is
considerably more demand potential for new auto
sales, the Turkish investment office explains.
The rise of per capita income from USD 3000
in the first few years of the 2000s to around USD
11 000 in 2017 led to higher sales in the motor
vehicles market. While the average annual sale
figures in the market were around 360 000 in the
early 2000s, the average sales increased to
nearly 1 mln by 2017. Despite the strong increase in the sales, the automobile penetration
in Turkey - 150 cars per 1000 people as of the
end of 2018 - is well behind the European average of 500. This indicates ample opportunities
for carmakers in the domestic market. Increased
purchasing power combined with a low automo-

bile ownership rate should help drive automobile sales in the coming years,
the country report also says.

Research and design capacities
The Turkish automotive industry is constantly striving to improve its R&D,
design, and branding capabilities. As of 2019, there are a total of 175 R&D and
design centers operated by automotive manufacturers and suppliers in Turkey.
Among the global manufacturers that design, engineer, develop and manufacture products for the automotive sector in the country are Ford, Fiat, Daimler,
AVL and Segula.
Ford Otosans R&D center is one of Fords three largest global R&D centers,
while Fiats R&D center in Bursa is the Italian companys only center serving the
European market outside its home country. Meanwhile, Daimlers R&D center in
Istanbul complements the German companys truck and bus manufacturing operations in Turkey. AVL Turkey, which opened up its 2nd R&D center in Turkey,
started to develop autonomous and hybrid vehicle technologies, the countrys
investment agency states.
Turkey provides an excellent environment for the development of products and
services through the whole supply chain. There are around 1100 component
manufacturers which supply the productions of OEMs. The parts are usually
going directly to the production lines of vehicle manufacturers. The localization
rate of OEMs in the country varies between 50 and 70 percent.
R&D centers based in Turkey support not only the local operations, but also
the operations in other plants of parent companies. Ford Otosans R&D department is one of Fords 3 largest global R&D centers. The R&D center in
Bursa is the only center of Fiat outside of Italy serving the European market.
For Courier Fords light commercial vehicle, the Yenikoy plant is the sole production center in the world. Toyota s C HR and Corolla Hybrid models are
produced in Turkey for world markets. Daimler R&D is the center of competence for some parts and carries global responsibility. With more than 50 thousand employees, automotive OEMs are one of the major employers in the
manufacturing industry, the official report further clarifies.

Market research
According to the market assessment made by the Automotive Distributors Association, automobile sales on the Turkish automotive market saw a 30,68%
decline down to 379 274 units at the end of October 2018, compared to the
same period of the previous year, when 547 109 automobiles were sold. Automobile sales, which recorded 70 488 unit sales in October 2017, declined to 16
809 units with a 76,15% fall in October 2018, compared to the same month of
the previous year.
Turkeys proximity to Europe, Asia, Middle East and North Africa provides a
strong competitive advantage as a logistics and exportation center. Future outlook underlines this advantage that Turkey seems to have. Upon closer inspection of the data, it transpires that the production output is expected to recover its
transient plunge in 2018, turning the tide to an upward increase from 2019 to
2024, reaching approximately 2 million units by 2024", the Turkish Investment
Agency states.
As the European market continues to recover its former power after plunging to
all-time low volumes in the wake of the 2008 and 2012 crises, a relative growth is
expected in Turkeys automotive exports outlook until 2027. It is estimated that
vehicle sales in the EU will reach 17,8 million units with a 5,4% average growth
in 2018 and will reach an annual growth rate of 4,1% on average in the period
between 2018 and 2027, the Agencys statistics further show.

Recent investments

Big automobile manufacturers such as Hyundai Motor, Fiat Chrysler Automobiles (FCA) and Toyota Motor continue to invest in Turkey with increased production capacities according to the 5-year forecast period until 2027, the Turkish Investment Agency notes. These investments will make a 0,9% contribution to the
average annual growth in the passenger car production in Turkey between 2018
and 2027. Renault Motor is also planning to carry out more of the Clio subcompact
vehicle manufacturing operations in Turkey, the Agencys report says. According
to this new production plan, 94% of the global production of the Clio model of the
French automaker will be carried out at the facilities in Turkey and Slovenia.
In addition, Toyota Otomotiv, the Turkish affiliate of Toyota Motor, notably
increased the production volume of its Turkish manufacturing operations
south-east european
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with the release of a new SUV model in 2017.
The company invested a total of 350 million EUR
(396 million USD) in its Sakarya manufacturing
facility as part of a larger investment program
valued as much as 470 million USD. The program aims to foster Toyotas annual production
capacity from 150 000 vehicles to 280 000 vehicles per year.
The above mentioned SUV model is the first
hybrid car which will be mass-produced in Turkey. Earlier, in November 2014, Turkish automotive manufacturer, Tofas, owned by Koc
Holding and FCA in Turkey made an additional
investment amounting to 480 million USD on
top of an investment of 520 million USD as announced earlier, in the manufacturing of new
passenger cars until 2023. The ultimate purpose of the investment is to boost Tofass production up to 700 000 units per year in the new
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hatchback and station wagon models, the cited earlier report adds.

Success stories
Ford Otosan

Ford Otosan has the entire required capacity and
infrastructure to design, develop and test a complete vehicle including its engine, from the stage of
white paper to the launch of a commercial product.
The company developed its first major project,
Transit Connect model following the establishment
of equal partnership with Ford in 1997, and in 2003,
the company developed Ecotorq, the new Cargo
truck and brand new heavy vehicle engine.
The car manufacturer claims it is working on advanced technologies to offer products which can
compete not only in Turkey but also in all potential
export markets including Europe and North America. Having realized engineering exports with more
than 1200 R&D engineers, Ford Otosan has the
largest R&D organization of the Turkish automotive
industry. On behalf of Ford Motor Company and
Ford Otosan, many different ongoing projects are
being conducted for the development of engines,
engine systems, body and inner space. Particularly
the focus is on fuel economy and emission optimization, driver support systems, development of test
processes and analytic methods, the local Investment Agencys research says.
Ford Otosan considered the exports champion
of Turkey received the first prize in the category of
Architecture, Engineering, Scientific and Other
Technical Services in 2015 and 2016 in the survey
Turkeys 500 Largest Service Exporters organized
by the Turkish Exporters Assembly (TIM). The
companys total engineering exports have reached
578 million US Dollars since 2010. In matters of
engineering exports, the company won Ford Motor
Companys most prestigious award Henry Ford
Technology Award in 2017.
Ford Otosan carries out 4 different projects sup-

ported by the European Union. Different autonomous vehicle systems up to Level 4 are being developed within the scope of these initiatives. Ford
Otosan is responsible for all steps and development
of the necessary software from the selection of autonomous vehicle sensors to signification of the
data received from the sensors and then autonomous control of the vehicle, the report clarifies.
Ford-Otosan also works in the field of electrification  from hundred percent electric cars to hybrid
solutions in all vehicle segments in its manufacturing program. The developments scope includes
electric vehicles software and control, design and
simulation at component and system level, and development of product and infrastructure strategies.
The components design and production strategies
are developed and implemented by taking into account the value chain of electric vehicles, the company further explains.
Ford Otosan signed a technology licensing agreement with the Chinese Jiangling Motor Corporation
(JMC) in 2013 and undertook a creative campaign
under this partnership. With the agreement, Ford
Otosan has granted a license for the manufacture
of its 100% intellectual property rights-owned Ecotorq engines in China -the largest truck market of
the world- for JMC brand vehicles. In 2014, another
license agreement was signed with the same company for the transmission, cabin and parts technology of our existing trucks. With this agreement, in
addition to license income, the opportunity of exporting engineering to China has also been obtained, the country report adds.
The engineers of the two companies are jointly
working on the localization of existing parts, adapting them into the Chinese market and commissioning. JMC Weilong trucks were designed with support from Ford Otosan engineers within the scope
of the technology licensing agreement with JMC for
the manufacture of the trucks developed completely (including the engine) by Turkish engineers of
Ford Otosan. The truck was launched in China, the
worlds largest truck market, in 2017", the Turkish
Investment Agency points out.

Farplas
Farplas won the first prize in the Inovalig Innovation Leaders contest at the end of 2017 among 971
companies. F+ Ventures is the Fark Holdings new
corporate capital-based company established for
investing in intelligent transportation technologies
in order to adapt to evolving technologies and integrate innovations into conventional business models.
The company has invested 4,5 million dollars for
start-ups so far. Our first investment, Comodif is
an internal venture of Fark Holding, and it has
achieved a groundbreaking project on digital transformation of connected vehicles in Turkey. Our objective is to explore the technology and companies
that will radically change the transportation industry
and improve the quality of transportation and life
for people. Companies will begin downsizing and
even disappearing unless they turn towards technological and high value added products and markets, Farplas explains.
The manufacturer wants to turn F Plus into a platform in which the entire transportation ecosystem
can jointly invest. The main objective is to make F
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Plus one of the first name remembered for intelligent transportation in the world, the company adds.
Farplas is using and developing production technologies for value added products in the automotive
sector. The company is commissioning painted,
coated pieces and new materials. It has also used
COD, wrapping and Mucell technologies for the first
time in Turkey. It is also conducting system integration with composite materials with the objective of
reducing weight, while also working on creating a
technology radar with the Fraunhofer Institute.
The digital transformation of the manufacturer is
carried out through projects and initiatives in different fields  from product design to the last point of
production in order to realize productivity and high
quality expectations. The company is working with
main industries for vertical integration efforts. It is
also increasing its savings by conducting sample
application projects of Industry 4.0 technologies.
Farplas has begun obtaining results in the fields
such as data analytics, visualization with camera,

and integration of processes. It is actively participating in Bogazici University Industry 4.0 Platform
as well.
The focus is to use open innovation and synergy
intelligence. The innovation strategy of the manufacturer is to realize improvements to ensure process efficiency, become a strategic business partner of our existing customers with innovative and
value added products, and learn and develop new
technologies in transportation.
We have configured our innovation efforts under a
directorate: Strategy, R&D and Innovation. We are
coordinating our Digital Transformation efforts under
this structure. We are supporting transformation with
innovation through cultural transformation. We are
also including our employees in these efforts in the
most effective way through our internal entrepreneurship contests, the company informs.
Comodif, as one of Farplas internal ventures, has
delivered the solutions it has developed for connected vehicles to users through Fiat Tofas and
Turkcell so far. F+ Ventures constitutes the companys investment branch in new fields.

Okan University
The Transportation Technologies and Intelligent
Automotive Systems Application and Research
Center (TTIS) with the Okan University was founded in 2009. The university started the first studies
on intelligent and communicating vehicles in Turkey. In collaboration with OTEP, the first Intelligent
Transportation and Intelligent Vehicles Strategy
Plan of Turkey was issued. TTIS is the only member of ERTICO (the European Intelligent Transportation System organization) in Turkey.
Turkeys first domestic autonomous car was developed at Okan University. The university was also part
of Turkeys first communicating vehicle research
project. It is the only Turkish university with membership at UTAS EGVIA (European Green Vehicles Initiative Association) as well. Prof. Orhan Alankus is
included in the Board of Directors of the Intelligent
Transportation Systems Association as (AUSDER)
founder member (representing universities).
TTIS intends to be a World-renowned information
14
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and research center, and a Center of Excellence in
the field of Intelligent Transportation Systems by
2020. The main research areas of the institute include: intelligent vehicles, autonomous vehicle technologies, communicating vehicles, intelligent energy
management systems, battery packaging and management systems, electric machine and inverter development, traffic management, big data and cloud
technologies, simulation systems, etc.
The Transportation Technologies and Intelligent
Automotive Systems Application and Research
Center (TTIS) with the Okan University has participated in the following studies related to intelligent
vehicles and energy systems: OKANOM-Okan Autonomous Vehicle Project; SAE Level 3 Autonomous Vehicle Development Project Intelligent and
Communicating Energy Management System; Productivity Increase Feasibility Study with Intelligent
Transportation Systems Application on Metrobuses; OPTITRUCK, HORIZON 2020 Project, etc.
Among the various technology fields that the institute works in are: hydraulic steering wheel system with intelligent power support, intelligent vehicle computers, active driver fatigue sensor systems, unmanned land vehicle platform design and
realization for industrial and militaristic use with high
maneuvering capability, open innovation autonomous vehicle development and testing platforms,
dynamic and modular intelligent battery management systems, etc. The research unit is also developing innovations in the areas: intelligent renewable energy management systems, battery management systems for hybrid and electric vehicles,
electrical vehicle batteries with significantly increased energy density and efficiency, intelligent
battery management systems which provide high
efficiency and performance for electric vehicles,
SEPIC LED driver with high efficiency and variable
output voltage, etc.

Global companies with local
operations
AVL - established by Hans List in 1948 in Austria,
the company employs more than 9000 engineers
in its over 40 affiliates. Its the worlds largest independent company for the development of powertrain systems with internal combustion engines as
well as instrumentation and test systems. AVL has
an office in Istanbul with 250+ engineers. It claims
it aims to become a global engineering hub. One of
the two exporting affiliates of AVL started to work
on Hybrid and autonomous car technologies. The
company is also supported by Tubitak for its works
on electric and autonomous car projects.
FEV - established in 1978 in Aachen, Germany,
FEV employs 4000 researchers and developers.
Focusing on powertrain components engineering
(mainly engine turbo charger and transmission), the
company expanded into Turkey in 2011 with 10 engineers working in the local office. The main focus
of the companys business is design and R&D consulting of powertrain and ICE for the automotive
sector. FEV also works on design, simulation, software development, and engine/vehicle calibration.
The unit dedicated to this job consists of more than
50 engineers.

Idiada - the company was established in 1973
with headquarters in Santa Oliva, Spain. It currently employs more than 2100 workers. Idiada is
present in 25 countries, focusing on design, testing, engineering, and certification services in the
automotive sector.
The enterprise expanded into Turkey in 2000 with
an engineering office. The focus of the company is
on testing of R&D consulting for the automotive industry.
Ricardo - this company was founded in 1927 with
headquarters in Shoreham by Sea, England. It now
employs approximately 3000 engineers. Ricardo is
operating in 15 countries with focus on engines,
transmissions, and intelligent transportation systems. It works in collaboration with the Turkish engineering house Anova in the field of powertrain
development and R&D consulting in Turkey.
Ford - the foundation of Fords first factory was
laid in 1959. The company has total capacity of production of 415 000 cars per year. The Turkish affiliate is considered the commercial vehicle manufacturing hub of Ford Europe. The company also owns
Turkeys largest R&D center located in a single
campus in Istanbul. It exports worth USD 4,8 billion
in 2017 to 83 countries. It is also one of the 3 largest R&D centers of Ford Global.
Renault - the Turkish unit is one of the biggest
factories of Renault with annual production capacity of 375 000 cars and 750 000 engines. Its total
exports in the last 15 years exceed USD 30 billion.
It has been a flagship company in passenger car
production for years with over 6300 employees, almost 1500 of which are white-collar.
Fiat - the facility was established in 1968 and has
the capacity of 450 000 vehicles per year. It currently employs more than 9000 workers. Its the
only factory in Turkey that manufactures both passenger and light commercial vehicles. The R&D
center in Bursa is the only center of Fiat outside
Italy serving the European market.

Hyundai - the company stepped into the Turkish
market in 1990. It started to manufacture in 1997 in
its Izmit factory. Hyundai Turkey has a total production capacity of 245 000 vehicles annually. It
employs more than 3000 workers. The company is
positioned as the global brands manufacturing hub
for European markets.
Toyota - it has invested almost USD 2 billion
since entering Turkey. It currently has over 3500
employees, and a 280 000 cars annual production
capacity. Almost 85% of the production is being exported to more than 50 countries. The local affiliate
started the production of first two hybrid vehicles in
Turkey, C-HR and Corolla Hybrid, with an investment that exceeded EUR 500 million in total.
Mercedes - the global company is operational in
Turkey since 1967. The production started in 1968
and the first export was in 1970. Mercedes has now
two facilities in the country  a bus factory in Istan-

bul and a truck factory in Aksaray. The total investment of the company in Turkey amounts to EUR 1
billion and the staff numbers over 6000 employees.
Honda is operational in Turkey since 1992. The
production of the companys Civic model started in
1997. In its Izmit factory it has an annual production capacity of 50 000 cars with over 1500 employees. The global car manufacturer has invested almost USD 500 million since the establishment of its
Turkish operations. It now exports the Civic series
to 46 countries throughout the world.
MAN - the German giant began operations in Turkey in 1966. There was founded its first factory outside Germany. It is the largest integrated bus company of MAN Global with 2000 units annual bus
production capacity and over 2000 employees. The
Turkish subsidiary is the production base of the
companys premium Neoplan bus brand. It also exports to 41 countries including European ones.
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Processing industry in Montenegro
Industry in Montenegro has been the powertrain of the
countrys economical development over the last sixty
years. Metallurgy (aluminum and steel), power and transport are the key sectors today. The processing sector
(metal, wood, food, paper, textile processing, etc.), although it sporadically suffers from recession, remains
among the main pillars of Montenegros economy.
According to Economy watch, during the last decade
the Montenegrin industry has the capacity to annually
produce over 1 million tons of bauxite, 100 000 tons of
aluminum and 3 billion KWh of power. About 90% of the
countrys production is exported, helping Montenegro to
earn higher foreign exchange. Besides the metal industry, other significant industrial sectors in the country are:
wood-processing; textile and chemical; leather and footwear; household appliances; construction and building
trade.
Additionally, fish-processing plants, flour mills, breweries and wine cellars in Montenegro contribute to the development of the processing industry.
Montenegro, a part of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY) till 2006, had a weak economy in the past
due to constant wars in the region. However, due to rapid modernization of Montenegros industry sectors and
adequate government investments, the Montenegrin
economy is expected to become competitive in the global market. Montenegros industry sectors are currently
attracting large scale private investment as a result of
the nations business-friendly investment environment,
a current report by the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural
Development of the country states.

General overview
According to a report by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
of Montenegro, the countrys industrial production is divided in two categories: heavy industry  which includes
energy, mining, metal processing industry and chemical
industry, and light industry  which includes food processing industry, textile industry, wood processing industry, graphic industry and construction materials industry. In 2016 the Government of Montenegro adopted
a strategic document called Industrial Policy of Mon-
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tenegro until 2020. According to the document, priority
sectors identified with strong growth and export potential
include: Manufacturing industry  agro-food, wood processing, metal and pharmaceuticals; Energy and Tourism.
Abundance of natural resources, cheap and goodquality domestic raw materials, relatively cheap and
qualified work force, investment-friendly environment,
favorable geographical position with good maritime
transport connectivity (strategic location Port of Bar), with
free trade access to a market of around 800 million consumers thanks to the Stabilization and Association
Agreement with the EU, as well as the CEFTA agreement, and FTAs with EFTA, Turkey, Ukraine and Russia
 all represent Montenegros competitive advantages in
this area, the Ministrys report informs.
Mining and metal processing have significant potential
for future technological improvement. Attracting reputable foreign investments in further development of the
mining and metal processing sector, namely those with

high environmental protection standards and practices,
remains one of key priorities of Montenegro, the document continues.
At the beginning of the current decade the manufacturing industry recorded a growth rate of 6,8% in comparison to the previous, mostly due to the increase of production in the sub-sectors of machines and equipment
production, production of basic metals and metal products and wood processing and wood products, the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development remarks. It
describes the change of the structure of the industrial
production in the country as one of the most important
characteristics of the industry development in the past
years. Generally speaking, the highest decrease of the
share had the work-intensive spheres (food and textile
industry as well as wood processing and wood products).
Several sub-sectors have increased their share in the
last decade, like for example the sub-sector of food, beverage and tobacco production, which in 2012 had a
share of 16,7% in the manufacturing industry, the Development Strategy of the Manufacturing Industry in
Montenegro 2014-2018, published by the Ministry of
Economy, says.
According to current statistics by Trade Economics, industrial production in Montenegro increased 5,6 percent
year-on-year in June of 2019, recovering from a 4,8 percent fall in the previous month. It was the first gain in
industrial activity since December of 2018, as output rebounded for electricity, gas, steam & air conditioning
supply (19,4 percent from - 0,6 percent in May). In addition, production continued to rise for mining & quarrying
(7,5 percent from 30,7 percent) while manufacturing output dropped at a softer pace (-2,6 percent from -11,4
percent). On a monthly basis, industrial production
surged 25,8 percent, following a 9,1 percent advance in
May. Industrial Production in Montenegro averaged 0,56
percent from 2009 until 2019, reaching an all time high
of 91 percent in March of 2010 and a record low of 51,40 percent in August of 2009, the Agency further
adds.
A report by the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development in Montenegro says that the sub-sectors of the

SEE NEWS
Leistritz with a world premiering
whirling machine at EMO
Hannover
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manufacturing sector in the country do not take part and
do not contribute in an equal way to the overall results of
the processing industry. The statistical data show that
the sub-sector of food products, drinks and tobacco is
the most casually linked to the global trends, due to its
traditional orientation towards the domestic market and
closest regional markets, the report elaborates.
According to the RCA index, which measures the export specialisation of the country, Montenegro has a
comparative advantage in the export of wood products,
basic metals and food products, beverages and tobacco. When speaking about employment, from total number of employees in the manufacturing industry in 2012
13,03% derive from the sub-sector production of basic
metals; 9,27% employees are working in the sub-sector
of wood processing and wood products, cork and straw;
9,16% in the sub-sector production of metal products
except machines and equipment, and 4,55% in the subsector of production of other non-metal minerals, the
Ministry continues.

Metal Processing Industry
The metal processing industry is the most important
sector of the Montenegrin manufacturing. It includes the
production of primary metals and metal products (nonferrous metals, steel and iron). The aluminium sector
alone represents the largest export sector by value within Montenegro. Global trends within the aluminium industry suggest a need to re-orient focus towards re-processing and recycling of aluminium, and development of
other metal working sub-sectors, based on existing workforce skills within the metal sector, and research capacity in materials science, as well as expansion of metal
products for use in the construction industry, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs states. In its Montenegro investment and business opportunities report it lists some of
the most important companies and organizations in the
sector.
Uniprom KAP or Aluminium Plant Podgorica is a
Montenegrin aluminium smelter company, located on the
southern outskirts of Podgorica, Montenegro. The construction of an aluminium smelter in the country was first
proposed in the 1960s, when significant quantities of
high quality bauxite ore were discovered near Niksic.
With the support from Pechiney (a major aluminium conglomerate based in France), the construction of KAP began in 1969, while production of aluminium began in
1971.
KAP produces its own alumina, extracting it out of the
bauxite shipped from the Niksic bauxite mine. The facto-

ry also has its own production of pre-baked anodes. The
smelter has an installed capacity of 120 000 tons of liquid aluminum per year. KAP is connected by railway with
bauxite mines near Niksic and the Port of Bar.
Toscelik Alloyed Engineering Steel Niksic (Steel
Mill Niksic) is one of the leading steel manufacturers in
Turkey. The Holdings Headquarters are located in Hatay
Iskenderun. The company operates many production facilities in domestic and international locations such as
Osmaniye, Istanbul, Izmir, Algeria and Montenegro.
Toscelik Niksic has 60 years of tradition in steel production, and a wide range of products and technologies used
in the production lines.
The Former Zeljezara became a member of the Tosyali Holding in 2012. Since then, Tosyali Holding has
been conducting the investments under the new name
Toscelik Niksic in order to improve and modernize production technologies and achieve high product quality.
Toscelik Niksic is one of the major steelmakers in Europe and one of the leading industries in Montenegro.
The product range consists of high grade and special
steels in wide quality and size assortments, Tosyalis
corporate website claims.
Montenegros and Niksics perfect geographical and
strategic location enables easy and smooth product deliveries to the clients anywhere in the world in the optimal time periods via various transportation methods, the
company adds.
Institute of Ferrous Metallurgy Niksic is a joint stock
company and a licensed scientific and research institution that deals with research and development activities
in the field of technical and technological sciences, laboratory-field testing and thorough characterization of metallic and non-metallic materials, process equipment and
market oriented production of steel castings, gray iron
castings, steel products, semi-finished steel products
and non-ferrous metals and their related alloys for aluminium and steel and mining industry, power plants,
chemical industry, construction industry, etc.
In the area of casting production, the liquid steel is
produced in the induction furnaces with capacity of 2
tons per year, and then streamed for making castings
and ingots intended for further processing by rolling and
forging practices. An electric slag re-melting unit - the
ingot weight range 0,65-3 t - is used for the steel ingot
production, the Ministry report clarifies.
Electrodes Factory Piva, Pluzine was a manufacturer of electrodes and welding wires. It had a projected
capacity of about 5000 tons. The factory used to produce over 60 types of electrodes in several dimensions.

At EMO Hannover 2019 Leistritz presents the
whirling machine LWN 160 HP as a world premiere. The high surface quality of ball screws and
planetary roller spindles shows the next dimension of whirling. A new control system and many
features in the field of process monitoring and
networking facilitate operation and increase flexibility. In addition, some tool innovations will be
presented which allow up to 100% increase in efficiency in grinding, turning and end machining processes.
Leistritz develops and manufactures machine
tools for whirling, keyseating, milling and polishing for the economical production of internal and
external profiles. With innovative machine designs
the company meets high requirements. The machines convince with short machining times, high
flexibility and maximum precision. Leistritz tools
such as support rails, flat form and end machining
tools are used in multi-spindle machines, grinding
and milling centres.

ZF opened a new plant for
electric drives in Serbia

Photo: ZF

ZF Friedrichshafen announced it’s expanding
its E-Mobility division with new buildings and locations. The company officially inaugurated its
new plant for electric drives in Pancevo, Serbia,
which currently employs around 1000 workers.
The new facility became operational after just a
year of construction work. At the plant, located 14
km northeast of the Serbian capital of Belgrade, ZF
will mainly manufacture electric motors, generators for hybrid and electric drives, transmission selectors, and microswitches.
„We want to offer our customers outstanding
technology solutions. Being successful in the long
term requires cost leadership as well as technology leadership. We can achieve these targets
through the high degree of commitment shown
by our employees and with our global production
network. This gives us a balanced presence in
different regions, which in turn allows us to be
close to our customers and create competitive
cost structures“, the member of the Board of Management of ZF Michael Hankel said.
Another production location for electric drives
is currently under construction in Hangzhou, south
of Shanghai, China. This plant is set to go into
operation next year, the company also disclosed.
south-east european
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SEE NEWS
pro-micron showcases its
patented technology spike at
EMO 2019

Photo: pro-micron

The Germany based company pro-micron, specializing in wireless sensor systems, demonstrates
its patented technology spike at the upcoming
trade fair for the metalworking industry EMO 2019.
The visitors can see the advantages of the sensory
tool holder spike in Hall 6, booth F43.
Spike is available for high precision drilling, milling or grinding tools and can be used as a retrofit
solution on the standard toolholder or integrated in
the spindle as spike_inspindle.
The technology is already in operation at many
global manufacturing companies Bosch, MTU or
tool makers for tool development such as Ceratizit
or Sandvik and at DMG MORI or Grob, pro-micron
informs.
„Spike measures forces directly close to the
workpiece. With the patented spike_polar, we can
see each cutting edge during production. It is used
for 24/7 production in 100% quality control as well
as process optimisation. The toolholder is now available with the new spike_artificial intelligence optimiser“, the company further explains.

The TAURUS machines by
Waldrich Coburg among EMO
2019’s innovations

Photo: Waldrich Coburg

The German machine tool manufacturer Waldrich Coburg is among the exhibitors at this year’s
edition of the international trade show platform
for the metalworking industry EMO in Hannover.
In Hall 13, stand B39 the company focuses on its
portal and gantry type milling machine TAURUS.
Other highlights by Waldrich are the grinding machine series RailGrind and CorruGrind, the turning
centres PowerTurn, MultiTurn and ValuTurn, the
company’s horizontal spindle surface grinding machines WayGrind, as well as the vertical machining centre models MasterTec, PowerTec and MultiTec.
„Whenever there are high demands in accuracy, machining performance, larger workpiece dimensions, complex technologies and productivity,
we are exactly the right partner for our customers,
the company states.
In its factory in Coburg Waldrich manufactures
portal milling machines, vertical turning machines
as well as grinding machines. They are sold worldwide over all industries – for the machining of diesel motor housings, in power plants, in the machine tool and mold and die production industry,
etc.
18
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The quality of all products was certified by the worlds
most important attestation societies. This factory was an
export-oriented company, and 80% of the production
was mainly marketed in the countries of the former Yugoslavia, the investment report says. Production in the
factory was terminated in May 2014 and bankruptcy was
declared in February 2015.
Montenegro Metal Producers Cluster - the Metal
Producers Montenegro is a group of 6 small and medium-sized enterprises specialized in high quality metal
production and metal processing. It is located in Niksic,
an important industrial center in north-central Montenegro that is renowned for its steel and iron works.
We manufacture various types of cast ingots and steel
as well as metal construction structures and spare parts
for machinery. Based in the industrial zone of Niksic,
Metal Producers Montenegro draws competitive advantage from our close proximity to one another, a skilled
workforce of over 50 employees and a shared base of
sophisticated knowledge about our industry. Total production value in 2014 was around 6 million EUR.
We are a leading supplier of high quality metal products and services. Through continued investments, we
aim to expand our product offering and to reach new
customers, both in Montenegro and export markets, the
Clusters website informs.
Faculty of Metallurgy and Technology - it was set
up in March 1973 as a department at the Technical Faculty in Podgorica. Within the massive reorganization of
the Technical faculty in 1978 the Department of Metallurgy became an independent institution called Faculty
of Metallurgy. In 1992, the Faculty of Metallurgy became
an independent university unit within the public Institution University of Montenegro. It consequently changed
its name to Faculty of Metallurgy and Technology in
1995. Today it has three study programs: Metallurgy and
Materials, Chemical Technology and Environmental Protection.

Wood Processing and Paper Industry
Forests and forest land in Montenegro occupy an area
of 942 thousand ha, accounting for 67% of the total area,
the 2017 edition of the Montenegro Country Report says.
By the value of forest land, conservation, organization,
diversity, management and the impact on the environment, the forests of Montenegro are among the finest in
Europe. The timber mass stock is estimated at 114,7
million m 3, of which 41% are conifers and 59% are deciduous trees. The total annual increment in forests is
estimated at 2,8 million m3. Annual possible allowable

cut, based on planning documents, is 700 thousand m3
of the gross timber, of which 532 thousand m3 in the
state and 177 thousand m3 in private forests, the report
also estimates.
The wood processing industry in Montenegro is one of
the oldest sectors in the country. In the last over 130
years it went through interchanging development and
stagnation periods which merely depended on the different social circumstances in the observed time.
The wood industry of Montenegro was until 1989 characterised with significant product capacities for the sawmill industry, manufacture of veneer, wood-based panels and final processing of wood. The major number of
companies was registered in the north and north-east
part of Montenegro in the areas with the most wood resources, the countrys Development Strategy further informs.
The economical development of the sector is based
on the use of local natural resources and it is traditionally export-oriented. Raw material resources and capacities represent a good basis for a much higher level of
production, as well as a significant share in total GDP,
export and employment. The structure of todays wood
industry production consists of: primary production (production of lumber and elements); secondary production
(pallets and elements for pallets with the production of
briquettes); final production (production of furniture, parquet flooring, prefabricated wooden houses, latex strips,
joinery (doors and windows).
The present day wood industry sector in Montenegro is made up of 90% of primary and secondary production and 10% of the final production. Cut timber,
plywood boards, slabs, latoflex slats, laminated threesided billets, ships floor and lamperia are the main
products of primary wood processing. This represents
opportunity for investment in this industry, the document continues.
The total number of companies in the wood industry in
Montenegro in 2012, according to data from MONSTAT,
amounts to 400. In the sector wood processing and wood
products, cork and straw there were 313 entities registered, and in the furniture production there were 87 active companies. In relation to the manufacturing industry
20,4% of the total number of companies was in the wood
industry in 2012.
According to the Development Strategy of the Manufacturing Industry in Montenegro, the wood industry,
which in most of the strategic and planning documents
is marked as one of the strategic areas, which together
with tourism and agriculture should present the main de-

SEE NEWS
This year’s EMO highlights two
machining centres from
TOSHULIN
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velopment driver of Montenegro. It is expected that during the process of structure changes in the wood industry of Montenegro (numerous) small companies will vanish whose business philosophy is based on the principle
selling wood raw materials (any of them) without processing. The development needs to be directed towards
the bigger companies, who managed to service and who
potentially represent a solid base for a new strategic development and generating new work places. In this process, as less important, the small and medium companies will give their full contribution to the development of
the competitiveness in this sector, as the dependency of
one on the other is higher and higher, the Ministry of
Economy forecasts.
DEKOR ROZAJE - the main activity of Dekor Rozaje
is the production of decorative paper and cardboard
products. In the last few years, after production took
place with minimal use of capacity, it was completely
abandoned due to lack of working capital and poor overall financial situation in the company caused by many
years of business problems. The company owns the total area of a plot in the real estate cadastre: 43,918 m2.
The total area of the facilities is 4488 m2, the investment
opportunities report clarifies.

Textile Processing
According to a report by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
of Montenegro, the textile sector is one of the traditional
industries in the country. Besides the opening of the new
factories, the potential for new investment can be found
in the factories which ceased the production, especially
having in mind the existing facilities, qualified existing
staff and available incentives for stimulating this industry
sector, the document points out.
Regardless of for example the tradition of the textile
industry, it is necessary to be noted that in the past two
decades it was reduced to less than one tenth from what
it was back in the year 2000. Very similar trends were
noted in some other sectors like the leather and shoe
sector or graphic and paper sector, which lost its importance compared to the beginning of the year 2000. However, also these industries which have a decreasing
trend, will not be forgotten, but there will be efforts to find
a solution for their existence and the preservation of employment, taking into account the regional potential and
specific requirements for the development of the single
industry sectors, the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural
Development notes in an official document.
Castello Montenegro Pljevlja - the companys activity is the production of socks and light clothing/work

clothes. During the past years, the company ceased production in the plants for socks manufacturing, while the
light clothing factory has not been operational since the
mid-1990s. The company owns a significant space (an
administrative building and a facility with two production
halls, a larger hall for production of light clothing and a
smaller one for the production of mens and childrens
socks) that are on the lease, which enables them to settle their obligations on the basis of salaries and other
expenses. The companys business relies on the services concluded with the Agreement with the Customs
Administration of Montenegro on the use of a truck customs terminal on the basis of which the company charges services, also services concluded by the Contract with
the Ministry of Interior, on the basis of which the company charges services for the issuance of business premises, the Montenegrin Ministry of Foreign Affairs further informs.
KONI Konfekcija Niksic was once one of the most important business entities in the town of Niksic in the field of
textile industry producing quality health and safety work
wear. Bankruptcy was declared in December 2012.
The basic activity of the company La Vista is manufacturing of mens, womens and childrens shirts. Its products are sold to: domestic market 30%; EU market 30%;
CEFTA 40%.
Dress press is another popular company in the sector
with basic activity manufacturing of textile products. It
was founded in 2003, and the current number of employees is 15.
Simtex Basic is a traditional Montenegrin manufacturer of textile products. It established the first factories for
manufacturing of work, commercial and sports clothing
in Montenegro. The companys staff today consists of
people with 25 years of experience working in the textile
industry.
Spark Basic is also active in the manufacturing of work
clothing and textile products. It is the only specialized
manufacturer of HTZ equipment and distributor of protective agents at work in Montenegro.
Other popular companies in the sector are MB Bitex
Basic - a manufacturer of textile products, the Rudex
company (producer of bedding, household linen and hotel equipment) and DOO Papic  Konfekcija Papic,
which manufactures sports clothing, sweat suits, t-shirts,
shirts, jerseys, shorts, caps, etc.
Source: Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Montenegro, Ministry
of Agriculture and Rural Development of Montenegro, company and organization websites

The Czech manufacturer of technologically advanced multifunctional CNC machine tools and vertical lathes TOSHULIN traditionally participates in
the EMO show in Hannover. The company’s joint
exhibition with TOS Kurim at stand 28, Hall 13, features the multifunctional vertical mill-turn centre
POWERTURN 2000 C1 and the machining centre
with movable gantry FRF 250/2. „Together with the
machines a new software application named TOSCADA is also presented. TOSCADA enables remote access to the machine data and has been created with
aim to meet Industry 4.0 requirements“, experts from
TOSHULIN comment.
The company’s products are specialized for machining middle-sized workpieces and workpieces
with large dimensions. They find applications in mining, the aircraft, power, transport and chemical industry, as well as in the general industry for machining parts of transmissions, parts of diagnostic apparatus in the health care sector, large diameter bearings, etc. Since 2018 the established Czech machine tools producers TOS Kurim and CKD Blansko
are part of TOSHULIN group.

thyssenkrupp launched a new
damper plant

Photo: thyssenkrupp

The German manufacturer of damper systems
thyssenkrupp opened a new automotive components plant in Sibiu, Romania. The new production
facility will manufacture dampers for global customers in the automotive industry including Daimler, Jaguar Land Rover and Porsche. The investment is worth around 60 million euros. It has created more than 350 new jobs at the Romanian location which now employs around 1000 people.
„This is an investment not only in the targeted
expansion of our European production network but
also in newly obtained customer projects and new
technologies. In Sibiu we will manufacture dampers
to the highest technical standards for installation in
our customers’ premium models. At the same time
we are in the process of industrializing an entirely
new generation of dampers for highly automated
intelligent chassis systems“, Dr. Karsten Kroos, CEO
of thyssenkrupp’s automotive division, said.
The new plant is an extension to the existing
production site in Sibiu where the company has
been operating since 1996.
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Advanced manufacturing opportunities
in SEE
The European Union is constatntly striving to stimulate
the implementation of advanced technologies in the European manufacturing industry. There is a specially assigned unit - Task Force for Advanced Manufacturing
Technologies for Clean Production, whose function is to
coordinate EU efforts in order to increase the competitiveness of the manufacturing enterprises in the Union.
The unit also aims to foster the development and speed
up the market uptake of advanced manufacturing technologies in a broad range of industries.
The project gives a large definition of advanced manufacturing, including all production activities applying cutting edge knowledge and/or non-technological innovation leading to improvements of existing products, processes and business models and to the production and
diffusion of new ones.
According to the accepted terminology, advanced
manufacturing includes production activities able to improve production speed, productivity, energy and materials consumption, operating precision, waste, pollution
management and enabling resource-efficient and low
emission production.
Thus, the joint efforts of the Union are directed to accelerating the dissemination and commercialisation of
advanced manufacturing technologies; boosting the demand for advanced manufacturing technologies and reducing skills shortages and competence deficits.
À broad research conducted and published in 2018 by
the U.S. Department of commerce shows that many SEE
countries (among other European countries) have numerous opportunities and have developed flexible funding mechanisms for stimulating the acceptance of advanced technologies in manufacturing. In the following
article we will present an excerpt of the results, concerning Bulgaria, Croatia, Greece, Romania, Serbia and Turkey.

Bulgaria
Manufacturing in Bulgaria has been traditionally strong
and a priority sector. It accounts for 28 percent of Bulgarias GDP, with the two most promising production
sectors being automotive parts and digital manufacturing, the U.S. Commercial department points out. According to Bulgarias National Statistical Institute, Bulgarias
manufacturing sector grew significantly in 2017. Repair
and installation of machinery and equipment grew more
than 25 percent; and the manufacture of other non-metallic products and the production of transportation equipment grew by more than 25 percent.
The sectors with most potential include metallurgy and
metals production, production of automotive parts and
digital manufacturing such as software, drivers and 3D
printing.
The automotive industry is fast growing in Bulgaria.
Bulgaria produces components for such brands as Tesla, Lamborghini and Porsche. The country makes 90%
of the bag sensors in European cars and manufactures
sensors for air conditioning systems, aluminum parts,
disc-based brake systems, SoCs, and water and oil
pumps for leading global brands. The auto parts sector
expects a 70 percent increase in revenues till the end of
2019, the study of the U.S. Commercial department
shows.
The excellent mobile and internet networks available
in the country make the market friendly and open to in20
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novation and digital technologies. Implementation of integrated systems such as Intelligent Transport Systems
(ITS) is also a priority. Introducing variety of smart technologies, such as smart lighting systems and priority traffic lights, is expected to facilitate the traffic management
and provide passengers with real time information.
3D printing manufacturing progressively expands in Bulgaria. 3D scanning, software, services and other related
solutions can provide companies with customer support.
Bulgarian 3D companies also tend to partner with many
U.S. companies in the field, the research adds.
According to the U.S. Department of commerce, industry modernization is crucially important for Bulgaria.
Innovations and Competitiveness 2014-2020 is one of
the EU operational programs that addresses the challenges for modern economy. In that respect, two of the
funding priorities are Technological development and innovation and Entrepreneurship and SME growth capacity. The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) and the Bulgarian Ministry of Economy are
also engaged with the funding opportunities and further
development of advanced manufacturing.

Croatia
Croatia is among the top countries in the European
Union by industrial growth. The fastest growing sectors
within the processing industry are also the largest: food
and beverages (24% of the processing industry), manufacturing of pharmaceuticals and chemical products
(11%), manufacturing of electrical machinery and equipment (9%), and manufacturing of rubber, plastic, leather
and paper products (9%). Over 21 000 enterprises in
Croatia are registered in the manufacturing industry, they
employ almost 300 000 people.
Pharmaceuticals and IT manufacturing, as well as
electronic and optical products are the most technology
advanced sectors, with over 50% of revenues being generated by exports. In 2015, Croatian companies had 263
robots or 13 robots per 10 000 employees. Some 18% of
all companies in Croatia used industrial robots for heavy
industry, while 17% used robots for handling processes.
Robots usage in Croatia is still low, but by 2018 a 5%

increase was registered, matching average global
growth rate. Manufacture of beverages is the most specialized in Croatia compared to the other EU Member
States, the U.S. Department of commerce further adds.
The government intends to transform the economy and
improve competitiveness through the use of USD 3,3
billion in EU funds for competitiveness, research and
development, and information and communication technologies, the report clarifies.
The national platform for industry transformation Digitizing Impulse 2020, run by the Government of Croatia
and related to EU Digital Agenda 2020, is a basis for
utilization of 300 million Euros worth of EU funding for
creation of smart and digitalized companies and public
institutions (50% funded by the company, 25% local government, 25% EU funds).

Greece
Greeces manufacturing sector, after suffering a multiyear financial crisis, has now slowly but steadily regained
its confidence, the market resource guide confirms. Unemployment and inflation have been reduced and the
market climate has been positive, with manufacturing
production increased by 6,4% in January 2018.
Despite the broad spectrum of its definition, advanced
manufacturing initiatives in Greece are limited although
steadily growing. Promoting R&D in measurement technologies and robotics, raising awareness of the benefits
of automation, and improving support for start-ups are
just some areas of recommendations for developing advanced manufacturing. A brief look at high-technology
exports as a percentage of manufactured exports shows
a positive trend, although Greece still has one of the
lowest percentages in advanced manufacturing employment, the paper informs.
In response to the uncertainty caused by the economic
recession, the National Research and Innovation Strategy has undertaken the project of increasing competitiveness and growth by innovation. In its 2014-2020 programming period, the General Secretariat for Research
and Technology bases its strategy on Smart Specialization, which possesses a competitive advantage. Priority

areas of this strategy include agro-food, biosciences and
health/pharmaceuticals, information and communications technology (ICT), energy, environment and sustainable development/climate changes, transport and logistics, materials/construction, culture/creative industry
and tourism.

Romania
Even though Romania entered a process of deindustrialization during the 1990s, starting in 2000s the intensity of this process decreased, allowing the manufacturing sector to remain the backbone of the Romanian industry and economy, the U.S. Commercial department
points out. By 2014 the annual turnover of the high-technology manufacturing industry in Romania amounted to
USD 2,1 billion, with an annual production value of USD
1,8 billion. Furthermore, Romania is the leader in Europe, and sixth in the world, in terms of the number of
certified IT specialists, with density rates per 1000 inhabitants greater than in the United States or Russia,
the research shows.
The Romanian automotive industry is the countrys
economys engine and its currently on the rise. Robot
installations were reported to the IFR for the first time in
2003 with 9 units and the number is to set to surge to
414 000 units till the end of 2019, the published statistics
say.
In addition, public-private partnerships, such as the
establishment of the National Center for Direct and Assisted Training for Robotics within the Polytechnic University in Bucharest, links the educational field with upto-date solutions that operate at a real industrial scale.
Starting 2016, Romania put itself on the 3D bioprinting map, as Timisoara-based tech startup, Symme 3D,
introduced the countrys first ever 3D bioprinter, the report further informs.
The National Authority for Scientific Research and Innovation (ANCSI) implements the Nucleus Programme,
an institutional funding instrument for the National R&D
Institutes (budget EUR 70,5 million in 2013). The Intermediary Body for RDI, coordinated by ANCSI, implements the Operational Programme for RDI Structural
Funds 2014-2020 (with an average annual budget of approximately EUR 120 million).
The Romanian Academy  which has its own chapter
in the national budget (EUR 100,7 million in 2015)  allocates the budget for its research institutes. Different ministries (Ministry of Economy, Ministry of Agriculture) manage their separate sectorial RDI plans (estimated budget in 2015 below EUR 10 million).

Serbia
Industrial production in Serbia grew 3,3% in 2017. The
manufacturing industry had an increase during 2017,
with industrial production up 6,9% from 2016, statistical
data shows. Although developments in advanced manufacturing are burdened with many limitations, such as a
small domestic market, low capital accumulation, and
scarce resources for development, combined with years

of devastation of domestic industry and transitional recession in the 1990s and 2000s.
The main industrial sectors in Serbia are automobiles
and base metals, followed by furniture, food processing,
machinery, chemicals, sugar, tires, clothes, pharmaceuticals. The manufacturing of vehicle chassis system
parts, especially tires and suspension parts, is the most
prominent activity in the automotive industry. Electrical
system components are another dominant product group
with car batteries and wiring installations as the most
important products. The largest and the most important
investment in the sector is the FIAT project. Metal processing is one of Serbias core industries with the longest manufacturing tradition. Most of the companies within this industry are export-oriented because of internationally acknowledged quality and competitive prices,
the U.S. Department of commerce found out.
For Serbia, the advanced manufacturing concept is still
in the domain of theory and academic research. The
main promoters of this concept in Serbia are the Faculty
of Mechanical Engineering in Belgrade, Academy of Engineering Sciences of Serbia, and the Serbian Chamber
of Commerce.
These institutions are currently working to establish a
National Forum for Industrial Development Policy, which
will work closely with the Serbian Government on creating a strategy for future industrial development. The
above-mentioned institutions are working to create a network of companies, scientific organizations, and universities engaged in the promotion of EU Manufuture programs in Serbia. The next step is to include government
institutions and engage them in EU and regional development initiatives, the research further explains.

Turkey
Advanced manufacturing technologies are increasingly being implemented across Turkey, with international
companies leading the way. The most promising industries, according to the U.S. Department of commerce,
are automotive and aviation manufacturing, both dominated by major international companies with a large
number of local suppliers who must meet the latest technical and technological requirements. In addition, durable consumer goods, electronics, chemicals, machinery,
steel, construction, textiles, energy and mining industries
are most active in adopting the global advanced manufacturing trends.
Based on the size of the economy, over the next decade, Turkey is anticipated to invest about USD 3-4,5
billion annually to integrate Industry 4.0 solutions into
the manufacturing process.
Total imports of innovative materials/technical textiles
to Turkey (including composites) is around USD 3,5
billion. The market size of industrial automation is USD
1,5 billion (2016), with annual growth rate over 20%.
As for IIOT/Big data applications, the Turkish market
size will reach a cumulative amount of USD 90 billion
between 2017-2022, including sensors, M2M communication, AI, simulations, cloud computing, cyber security applications, the U.S. Department of commerce
predicts.
In the field of additive manufacturing, over 400 mostly
polymer based 3D printers are used in manufacturing in
the country. Demand for advanced 3D printers, software
programs and new printing materials is increasing.
Countries with advanced robotics in manufacturing
have 300 robots per 10 000 workers (2017). This number is just 9 in Turkey, which shows a great potential for
the development of robotics, the Commercial department
summarizes.
In 2018 the Turkish Government launched the countrys Industry 4.0 Roadmap, detailing the incentives and
financial support for implementing advanced manufacturing technologies. Turkey also has a Customs Union
with the European Union and is in accession talks with
the EU; therefore, it has access to the EU Horizon 2020
Industry 4.0 funds. These funds provide between USD
500 000 to USD 2,5 million of support for private sector
projects in various Industry 4.0 headings. Thus Turkey
will also be able to take advantage of enough financing
to speed up the implementation of advanced manufacturing technologies.
south-east european
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EBRD funds innovations in SMEs across Bulgaria and Romania
A new financing programme will support investment in
research and innovation by small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and midcaps. The programme was
launched by the European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (EBRD) and the European Union and is
aimed at companies in Bulgaria, Latvia and Romania.
The new Horizon 2020 programme will provide funding and advisory support to 200 selected SMEs.
The financing targets these three countries as they
have some of the lowest scores on the EUs innovation
scoreboard, which assesses innovation capacities and
outcomes. Innovation support represents a strategic
growth opportunity for transition countries to switch towards knowledge-based and low-carbon economies,
the EBRD elaborated.
The regional innovation scoreboard is a regional extension of the European report, assessing the innovation performance of European regions based on a limited number of indicators.
The European innovation scoreboard offers a comparative analysis of innovation performance in EU countries,
other European countries, and regional neighbours. The

report assesses relative strengths and weaknesses of
national innovation systems and helps countries identify
areas they need to address. The latest edition of the
European innovation scoreboard was released on 17
June 2019. It highlights that the EUs innovation performance continues to improve. Compared to last year,
innovation performance improved for 24 EU countries
and the growth rate of lower-performing countries compared to higher-performing countries has accelerated.
Since 2011, the EUs average innovation performance
has increased by 8,8%, the document says.
Under the new framework, EU funding amounting to
EUR 20 million will be provided to the EBRD to help the
SMEs and midcaps in Bulgaria, Latvia and Romania.
According to the official EU definition, SMEs are companies that have an annual turnover of less than EUR 50
million and fewer than 250 employees. Midcaps are defined in terms of headcount, with a limit of up to 3000
employees.
The support under the new Horizon 2020 programme
will be deployed through three main channels. In Bulgaria and Romania it will be used mainly for increasing in-
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novative SMEs competitiveness with the provision of financing, advisory services and training. In Romania,
EBRD credit lines extended to financial institutions will
be on-lent to SMEs and small midcaps investing in innovation.
In all three countries, green innovation support via
technical assistance and co-financing grants for projects
with SMEs and midcaps which are directly financed by
the EBRD. This channel is also supported with technical
assistance from the Taiwan Business-EBRD Technical
Cooperation Fund, the Banks website further disclosed.
Up to now the EBRD has invested around EUR 3,9
billion in Bulgaria, EUR 697 million in Latvia and more
than EUR 8,3 billion in Romania.

A modern treatment plant to be constructed in Turkey
The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) provides a 9-million euro loan (TRY 57,5
million) for the development of a modern, efficient and
sustainable waste management under a private-public
partnership scheme in the Turkish province Canakkale.
The administrative division has a strong population of
200 000 people.
The project includes the construction of a mechanical biological treatment plant which combines a sorting
facility with biological treatment such as composting
and producing energy from waste. The financing will
also be spent on the refurbishing of a landfill and the
upgrade of a plant that treats the water-polluting liquid
leachate.
The initiative will help reduce the amount of solid waste
sent to landfill, extend the landfill lifetime by 20 years
and increase waste recycling, in line with EU standards,
EBRD further informs. The new approach is based on
circular economy and will minimize the negative effects
of waste on the environment and people, the Bank adds.
The Canakkale province, located on the Dardanelles
Strait connecting the Sea of Marmara and the Aegean,
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is where ancient Troy was situated. The EBRD loan is to
be extended to a local venture between the French utility SUEZ Group and the Turkish waste management firm
ALTAS. The consortium has won an international tender
to provide waste collection, transportation, recycling and
disposal services under 29-year concession in five
towns: Canakkale, Lapseki, Kepez, Cardak and Umurbey. The two companies are contributing TRY 38,3 million of its own funds to the project.
At the EBRD we are strong supporters of public-private partnerships as an effective tool to deliver better
services. Together with our partners from SUEZ we aim
to demonstrate how effective waste management by
private companies can benefit people and the environment, Nandita Parshad, EBRD Managing Director for
Sustainable Infrastructure, said during a visit to Turkey.
SUEZ employs over 90 000 people on five continents
and is among the world leaders in providing water and
waste management solutions. The Group recovers 17
million tons of waste a year, produces 3,9 million tons of
secondary raw materials and 7 TWh of local renewable

energy. It also secures water resources and wastewater
treatment, EBRD said in a press release. In 2018 SUEZ
generated total revenues of EUR 17,3 billion.
ALTAS is a provider of solid waste management services in the Turkish cities of Izmir, Istanbul, Ankara and
Mersin and also has operations in Beirut - the capital of
Lebanon.
The EBRD is a leading institutional investor in Turkey
and has invested over EUR 11 billion in 283 projects in
the country since 2009. The overwhelming majority of
EBRD investments in Turkey are in the private sector.
One half of the Banks portfolio in Turkey constitutes investments that promote sustainable energy and resource use, EBRDs website summarizes.

Latest innovations in consumer electronics
at IFA Berlin
The international trade show for consumer electronics and home appliances IFA 2019
is held from 6 to 11 September at the Messe Berlin Exhibition Grounds. The annual
exhibition presents the latest products and innovations in the field of electronics and
digital technology. The platform provides a comprehensive overview of the international
market and each year attracts the attention of international trade visitors from more than
100 countries. As expected by the organizers, the forum once again welcomes numerous retailers, buyers and experts from the industry and the media.
Together with the trade fair event, Europes largest B2B sourcing platform IFA Global
Markets takes place from 8 to 11 September at STATION-Berlin.
Last year, IFA set a new standard by completely selling out 161 200 square meters of
show floor space to 1814 exhibitors, confirming IFAs role as the leading showcase for
the global technology industry. IFA 2019 not only hosts more innovation and product
launches than any previous event, it also presents more digital lifestyle products in one
place than any other show worldwide, the organizers from Messe Berlin remind.

Parallel events
This years edition of IFA features the innovation platform IFA NEXT which brings
together start-ups, research laboratories, universities, and established companies to
introduce tomorrows ideas, products, and solutions in the field of consumer electronics
and home appliances.
Among the other parallel events are The IFA Keynotes, IFA+ Summit, SHIFT Automotive and the IFA Hosted Conferences, which are held in Hall 26 of the exhibition center.
The main goal of the rich complementary program is to focus even more on innovation
and providing visitors and the media with the latest trends and topics all together in one
place, organizers explain.
The IFA+ Summit has functioned as the IFAs think tank since 2014. Each year, it
brings in more than 550 international experts and thought leaders of digital society. The
two-day event is part of the IFA NEXT innovation forum and takes place on 8 and 9
September 2019 in the IFA NEXT GRAND THEATER in Hall 26b.

The 9th IEEE International Conference on Consumer
Electronics
From 8 to 11 September 2019 the 9th IEEE International Conference on Consumer
Electronics  Berlin (ICCE-Berlin) also takes place. The ICCE-Berlin is the European
sister conference of the IEEE Consumer Electronics Societys flagship conference

ICCE. Now in its 9th edition, ICCE-Berlin is well established and fully integrated in the
IFA, the conference organizers announce.
This year the IEEE CE Society again joins forces with some other IEEE societies to
broaden and strengthen the CE subjects and scope of the conference: the ElectroMagnetic Compatibility Society, the Life Sciences Technical Community, the Product
Safety Engineering Society, the Reliability Society and the Society of Social Implications of Technology, Messe Berlin further disclosed.
The forum welcomes numerous researchers and engineers from industry, research
centres and academia who exchange information and results from recent work on systems, circuits, technologies, processes and applications in consumer electronics. The
conference also serves as a platform for participants to share their ideas, designs and
experiences in such a proper environment as the IFA and advance future developments
in consumer electronics.
Photo: Messe Berlin
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